
Bergen - From Fjords to Trolls - Private Tour

The tour starts in Bergen, from where you'll be taken on a scenic drive towards Hardangerfjord.

Before reaching the fjord itself, you'll discover the beauty of local waterfalls.

The first one, Mørkhølen Fossen Waterfall, is located near the Mørkhølen bridge, an arched stone

bridge built in the 19th century. After taking in the unique atmosphere of this place, your journey

continues in the direction of Bratte Fossen Waterfall, just a 5-minute drive from Mørkhølen. The

unique Bratte Fossen, or the “Bridal Veil”, thunders down with an incredible 80 meters fall. The third

waterfall, Steinsdalsfossen, is an adventure itself. It allows you to walk behind the stream and admire

its majestic power from another perspective.

Later on, after a short bus ride, you'll get off in the picturesque town of Norheimsund, heart of Kvam

municipality. Here you can admire this town’s charm and take some memorable photos of your first

encounter with Hardangerfjord.

From Norheimsund, you'll be taken on a spectacular drive along the north shore of Hardangerfjord,

traversing one of Norway’s renowned 18 Scenic Roads, known as “Nasjonale turistveger”). Along the

way, you'll make several stops to appreciate the natural beauty of the fjord and its surroundings, with

its calm waters, green mountains and traditional buildings.

After driving through the village of Granvin, you'll conclude the day in the same way as you started it

- with a waterfall. Skjervsfossen waterfall, the waterfall with the highest fall of the day - 150 meters,

always offers a special experience, influenced by the amount of snow remaining on the mountain

peaks.

Later a comfortable bus ride of approximately one hour and 50 minutes will take you back to the

meeting point in Bergen.

What is included:

● Bus fare

● Guided tour

● VAT

Meeting point:

● Hotel pick-up / Cruise Terminal pick-up

● Be at the meeting point 15 minutes before the scheduled departure time

Attention points:

● Tour duration; approx. 6½ hours

● Difficulty; level 1, easy, suited for everybody

● We advise all our guests to wear appropriate shoes and clothing

Itinerary from the meeting point:

● Drive to Mørkhølen Fossen Waterfall; photo stop
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● Drive to Bratte Fossen Waterfall; photo stop

● Drive to Steinsdalsfossen; photo stop

● Drive to Norheimsund; photo stop

● Drive on Hardanger Scenic Route towards Granvin (photo stops included)

● Drive to Skjervsfossen; photo stop

● Drive back to the meeting point

● The order of stops may vary

Highlights:

● Photo stop at Mørkhølen Fossen Waterfall

● Photo stop at Bratte Fossen Waterfall

● Photo stop at Steinsdalsfossen Waterfall

● Free time at Norheimsund

● Driving on Hardanger Scenic Route (with multiple photostops)

● Photo stop at Skjervsfossen Waterfall
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